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School Context
AE Perry Elementary is a warm, welcoming, truly multicultural school, located on Kamloops' North Shore. It
houses 301 students in 14 divisions with 39 IEPs (Inclusive Education Plans). We welcome 91 Aboriginal Students,
which makes up 30% of our student population. We also have a large Indo-Canadian community from which we
draw upon to make up our school community. We were also fortunate to welcome Syrian refugee families, and
they are doing very well in our school and community. Our school is home to a Strong Start Program which
focuses on getting pre-school aged students to regularly attend programs right here in the building, readying them
for kindergarten and beyond. Approximately 10 students at our school participate in the Boys and Girls Club
Breakfast program, in which a bus picks them up at their home in the morning and feeds them breakfast at the
school, free of charge. The program also provides a recess snack for these students. AE Perry takes advantage of
a District Meals program which provides a lunch free of charge to students from families who cannot afford to pay,
or on a reduced payment plan for families who are able to contribute a minimal fee. We also have many free
after-school programs which are highly attended by our school population. The programming ranges from sports,
games and yoga, to art and dance. There is also a Strings program offered to the students in Grades 4 and 5.
Despite the fact that AE Perry is considered a "vulnerable" school, with a considerable number of our families
accessing social services such as welfare and employment insurance, and a number of students who are in the
care of the Ministry of Families and Children, our students come to school with a smile on their face and ready to
learn. AE Perry’s staff includes, one principal, one vice-principal, one secretary, 18 teachers, 5 certified education
assistants, and 2 aboriginal education workers. The entire staff has made a commitment to make the 6 hours that
they are at school, the best 6 hours of their day.

Goals

Social Emotional Learning
Goal
Students will be able to identify, acquire and apply the knowledge, attitudes, and skills of
self-regulation using the Zones of Regulation program and other social-emotional programs to
support their ability to learn, establish and maintain positive relationships.
Alignment with the District Strategic Plan
PRIORITY 1: ENSURE EACH STUDENT ACQUIRES FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS AND CORE COMPETENCIES.

Goal 1.1 - Students will demonstrate growth in thinking, communication and personal/social
competencies
Goal 2.2 - Students will be able to reflect on their learning and set goals for improvement.
Link to Aboriginal Enhancement Agreement:
Goal #4 - To increase Aboriginal student’s sense of belonging including sense of place, personal
and cultural identity, and self-esteem in a caring, safe and inclusive environment.

Area of Focus

Strategies and Initiatives

Targets and
Measures

- recognizing how our
body feels when it’s
dysregulated

- developing positive relationships with
students (co-regulation)
- zones of regulation

Target
- We will see a
decrease of 15% in
incident reports
submitted to the
office each month

- teaching students
strategies of how to
regulate these feelings

- teaching students to
recognize their triggers

-continued community involvement with
LMO and CYMH. Working with
classrooms and individual students.
- LART to do classroom lessons around
Zones of Regulation/Spirit Buddies
PBIS and direct teaching of expectations
- behaviour matrix

- SET room visits/sensory breaks
-Structured Play Groups done in class

Measures:
- DEWRS survey
-Student Learning
Survey
-check in/self
assessment of
triggers and
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strategies to
manage them.
- problem solving
- TILT (Tell them to stop,
- Weekly assemblies (September) Monthly
Ignore the behaviour.
October -June
leave the situation, tell
- Girls and Boys Group
and adult)
- Anti-Bullying (TILT)
- SOGI
- Talking Tables, S.O.L.V.E.D.
-all students feeling
safe and that they
-Spirit Buddies
belong
-Student Leadership
-Aboriginal Community Connections
Night
-Multi Cultural Week - Celebrating
Diversity
-Drumming Group
-Class meetings

-All classes
implementing
Spirit Buddies
-Class survey as to
connectivity and
sense of belonging

Theory of Action
If we adopt UDL strategies as a whole school then we will see students have a greater sense of belonging
and engagement as evident through DEWRS, Student Satisfaction Survey and School Climate Survey.
● Having conversations with students as to how they are feeling about connecting positively with adults
in the building
● Spirit Buddies - work based on Dr Jennifer Katz
● Lead teacher(s) and Aboriginal Education workers sharing and implementing strategies from Ab Ed
Sessions

Professional Development Day Workshops
Dr Jennifer Katz - Lead teacher and admin attended
Ab Ed Sessions - UDL
Trauma Informed Schools led by Jenny Edged CYMH
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Evidence from Research and Practice
Social-Emotional
UDL - 10 classes participating in either Spirit Buddies or Respecting Diversity programs. Next year all
●
classes are encouraged to participate.
●

●

DEWRS: Positive Teacher/Student Relationships: 8.6/10 agree they feel like they have a positive
relationship
DEWRS: How our students are feeling
2019/2020

Student Self Regulation
● MyEd Data - We have had a total of 429 incident reports and 209 (48%) of these reports are students
who are identified as Ministry Category R or H (18/25 of the total # of R & H). Of this 25, 8 students are
indeginous. Ministry R & H students make up 5% of our total student population. Staff this year have
been more conscientious with reporting incidents and understand better what behaviours to report
on. (Major vs Minor incidents)
● Building positive relationships/connections between staff and students have allowed us to reduce our
R & H total to 20.
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Numeracy SLP
Goal
To improve students’ foundational skills in numeracy, specifically by developing stronger number sense and
problem solving skills.

Teacher Learning Model
Two lead teachers (primary and intermediate) will be involved in the District Numeracy Learning
Plan, facilitated by our District Numeracy Team. Our school lead teachers along with our
administration team will lead learning at our staff meetings.
Learning Moment
Building Number Sense

Teachers will learn:
Big Ideas in Math
Why we teach concepts?
Number Sense Strategies

Time
End of September
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Problem Solving

Cognitive Guided Instruction

Middle of October

Follow Up Cognitive Guided Instruction
Workshop

Begin of
December

How to use group work?

End of January

Assessment

Formative Assessment

Beginning of
March

Numeracy

Numeracy Tasks

Middle of April

Alignment with the District Strategic Plan
PRIORITY 1: ENSURE EACH STUDENT ACQUIRES FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS AND CORE COMPETENCIES.
1.1 Students will demonstrate growth in the thinking, communication, and personal/social core
competencies.
1.2 Students will graduate with strong foundational skills in literacy and numeracy.
PRIORITY 2: CONNECT EACH STUDENT TO THEIR INTERESTS AND PASSIONS.
2.2 Students will be able to reflect on their learning and set goals for improvement.
PRIORITY 3: HONOUR THE FIRST PEOPLES’ PRINCIPLES OF LEARNING AND ABORIGINAL WORLDVIEWS
AND PERSPECTIVES.
3.1 Students will experience learning through Aboriginal ways of knowing and doing.
PRIORITY 4: FOSTER AN INCLUSIVE, ADAPTABLE, AND ACCOUNTABLE DISTRICT CULTURE. GOALS:
4.1 Staff will demonstrate their commitment to inclusive practices.
PRIORITY 5: STRENGTHEN PARTNERSHIPS TO ENRICH THE WAY WE LEAD, LEARN, AND WORK.
5.1 Staff will practice effective collaboration at all levels of the district.
5.2 Staff will build effective teams and networks to facilitate partnerships that support students.
5.3 Staff will engage in community-based and job-embedded professional learning and training.

Theory of Action
If we build the capacity of our educators in the effective teaching of a targeted set of high-impact strategies
for fundamental concepts in numeracy and mathematics, then we will observe teachers:
● Utilizing tasks that have students demonstrate their ability to decompose numbers
● Sharing multiple student strategies
● Having conversations with students about their thinking
● Asking questions to further student thinking and promoting class discussions
● Utilizing whiteboards and other manipulatives
● teaching problem solving skills to all levels of learners in my classroom
● teaching number sense that helps student move beyond memorization to deep understanding
If our teachers are teaching number sense and problem solving by giving tasks that have students
decomposing numbers, using multiple strategies, having conversations about their thinking, we will observe
an increase in:
● DNA results by Spring of 2021
● FSA results 2020/2021
● Number Sense Assessment results Fall 2020 and Spring 2021
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Professional Development Day Workshops
Phase One Schools: schools who have not had previous workshops
Learning Intentions:
● Exploring Big Ideas in Math
● Student experience of a math lesson
● Experience Math Class /Investigating Parts of the Math Lesson
● Building Number Sense: Spotlight Number Talks
● Building a Math Lesson- The Four Part Math Lesson
Tangible Outcomes:
● Co-constructed scope and sequence on the big teaching ideas in math
● Co-constructed lessons to implement number sense strategies
● Back bone of a four part math lesson
Key Performance Indicators:
● Increased District survey results in assessing the big ideas of the new curriculum
in numeracy and teaching number sense that helps student move beyond
memorization to deep understanding
● Increase in the frequency of these strategies used from reports from principals
Follow Up Plan
● Lead teachers from attending schools will check in with teachers or perform
demos in teachers classes
● Reflection Tools will be given to use in staff meetings

Evidence from Research and Practice
Evidence to support this Initiative/Workshop/Approach/Tool
Research-based: How does current research support this initiative/approach/tool in terms of
impact on student/educator learning?
Hattie et al. (2017)
Class Discussion
Teacher Clarity (clear learning intentions and success criteria)
Feedback
Spaced vs. Mass Practice
Vocabulary Programs
Teaching Strategies
Problem Solving Teaching

0.82
0.75
0.75
0.71
0.67
0.62
0.61

Practice: What are other examples in the field where this approach is demonstrating impact that
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we can learn from?
At the Deeper Learning Conference 2018, High Tech High adopted strategies to increase class
discussion.
Number talks, Cognitive Guided Instruction (Math Stories), etc.
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Foundation Skills Assessment
Percentage of students meeting or exceeding grade expectations
AE Perry

2015-2016
AE Perry

District

2016-2017
AE Perry

2017-2018

District

AE Perry

District

Grade 4 Numeracy
All students

78

76

61

76

57

64

Aboriginal

86

64

27

66

Mask

48

AE Perry

2018-2019
AE Perry

District

2019-2020
AE Perry

2020-2021

District

AE Perry

District

Grade 4 Numeracy
All students

48

65

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Aboriginal

33

52

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Literacy
Goal
-

Primary: 80% of our primary students will be decoding with 96% accuracy using grade
level text by the end of June.

-

Intermediate: 90% of our intermediate students will show improvement in their ability to

comprehend text at their instructional level.

Alignment with the District Strategic Plan
PRIORITY 1: ENSURE EACH STUDENT ACQUIRES FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS AND CORE COMPETENCIES.

Goal 1.2 - Students will graduate with strong foundational skills in literacy and numeracy
Link to Aboriginal Enhancement Agreement:
Goal #1 - to increase the educational success of all Aboriginal students
Objective #1 - Continue to improve the literacy, numeracy, and graduation rates of all Aboriginal
students
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Area of Focus
-

Primary

- Intermediate

Strategies and Initiatives

Targets and
Measures

- Targeted Tier 3 instruction
- Tier 2 push in model LART support
-RTI
- Whole class and small group Tier 1
intervention
- Common Language used by all primary
staff
-Heggerty Phonological Awareness targeted intervention and whole class
instruction

Target
- 80% of students
achieving 96%
accuracy

-Tier 1 targeted intervention
-Tier 2 push in LART support
Tier 3 - targeted LART support
-1 to 1 student / teacher conferencing
-quality literature to teach word
development and story structure

Measures:
- PRA’s
- Phonological
Assessments

90% of
intermediate
students will show
improvement in
comprehending
text
Measures:
NFRA
DRA benchmarks
FSA’s
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Theory of Action
If we use evidence based intervention strategies targeting decoding and comprehension then we will see a
higher student proficiency.

Evidence from Research and Practice

NFRA Fall 2020

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6
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Foundation Skills Assessment
Percentage of students meeting or exceeding grade expectations
AE Perry

2015-2016
AE Perry

District

2016-2017
AE Perry

2017-2018

District

AE Perry

District

Grade 4 Reading
All students

72

80

64

84

86

75

Aboriginal

79

66

27

74

Mask

62

Grade 4 Writing
All students

81

90

78

90

84

88

Aboriginal

71

83

55

84

Mask

88

AE Perry

2018-2019
AE Perry

District

2019-2020
AE Perry

2020-2021

District

AE Perry

District

Grade 4 Reading
All students
Aboriginal

61

75

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

58.3

66

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Grade 4 Writing
All students

67

89

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Aboriginal

75

89

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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